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Abstract: Under the influences of the regional environment, building communities within traditional
villages exhibit regional styles and features. Based on the research team’s early studies, and given
the protection and renewal practices of Huizhou traditional villages in Southern Anhui Province,
China, this study investigated the spatial sequences of building facades and explicated the laws of
these spatial sequences. This research involved a series of technical steps. First, in the case selection
stage, typical traditional villages and spatial sequence paths were established. Second, in the data
acquisition stage, 3D laser scanning technology was used to acquire building elevation data and
conduct 3D modelling. Finally, the measurement indices were determined by vector analysis of the
data. Factor analysis and cluster analysis were suitable for the reduction and classification of the
above data in order to explore the constitution law of building units. Meanwhile, the regularity of
the facade organization of building groups was further quantified by examining the combination
and connection relationships between the building and spatial patterns. Then, the laws of facade
organization of the building groups were explicated. The purpose of this study is not only to achieve
accurate inheritance of historical data information, but also to explore the centralized contiguity
mechanism behind the traditional villages through external features from the perspective of rescue.
The results demonstrated that there are spatial sequences represented by building facades in Huizhou
traditional villages. Moreover, internal laws of “largely identical but with minor differences” in
the building unit composition and building group organization were identified. These findings:
(1) provide a deeper understanding of the regional characteristics of Huizhou traditional villages in
Southern Anhui Province, China; (2) offer a foundation for practical administration requirements;
and (3) recognize a novel research perspective and a feasible technical route for the protection of
traditional villages in other regions, with an appreciation for the value of spatial sequences.

Keywords: building facade; Huizhou traditional villages; spatial sequence; factor analysis;
cluster analysis

1. Introduction

Regional traditional villages are widely distributed all over the world. When consid-
ering the concept of regional traditional villages, “regional” relates to the limitations of
the local geography and local environment [1], while “traditional” relates to experiences,
history and memories [2]. These two terms support each other. Because of the different
regional conditions and traditional history, they have different styles and characteristics.
For example, in some regions of Central and South America, houses with wide distances
are formed due to fallow land, forming discrete settlements with loose forms [3]; in Iran,
due to the topographic conditions of steep slopes, platform-roof settlements have been
formed following the trend of desert [4]. Although the characteristics of each village and
architecture are unique, the overall development process and value cognition process of
traditional villages generally follow the common law.
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From the perspective of development process, regional traditional villages are often
defined as complicated systems that are produced by both spontaneous power and design
power [5]. Spontaneous power occurs in the early stage when there is relatively low
productivity. The adaptability of human to the natural environment determined that the
development of traditional villages was often passive. The agricultural production mode [6],
the infiltration of life and culture [7] and the restriction of ecological environment [8] all
determine humanity’s dependence on and pursuit of wind, light, water and land [9]. It
is not until the middle and late stage, where there is relatively mature productivity, that
design power is developed. Residents will consciously arrange physical space elements
such as houses, roads and farmland according to corresponding functions and forms,
forming an adaptive combination [10]. Spontaneous power and design power together
create colourful traditional villages that are in step with different regional elements.

Value cognition process can be considered as a further deepening of the development
process. Traditional villages are representative of civilization in the pre-industrial age, and
the rapid globalization, urbanization and modernization in recent times have had seri-
ous impacts on their protection and heritage. Problems such as cultural homogenization,
social hollowing and appearance changes need to be urgently addressed [11]. Cultural
homogenization is produced along with the process of globalization, which makes regional
traditions and cultural values more easily threatened by economic forces [12]. In this trend,
a large number of regional cultures are easy to be regarded as symbols of poverty and back-
wardness, and are confronted by modernity [13]. Therefore, it has become the universal
recognition of the academic circle to cultivate local knowledge creation and make cultural
diversity flourish in the world [14]. The process of urbanization leads to further loss of
rural population, resulting in the hollowing out of society [15]. Some traditional villages
are in long-term decline and on the verge of disappearing [16], and others transformed
into a part of the town and completely changed the original form of social existence [17].
In the modernization process of transforming from agricultural civilization to industrial
and information civilization, the mode of production gradually presents a state of half
agriculture and half industry [18]. The original self-sufficient rural production and lifestyle
has been basically replaced by market-oriented and commercial urban production and
lifestyle. Therefore, traditional villages also lose their own source of power, in which
the appearance changes become the most intuitive expression [19]. Based on the above
trend, most countries will inevitably have the conditions to pay attention to historical
culture and traditional villages, and adopt a protection system in accordance with their
own national conditions when dealing with these problems after the social development
has reached a certain stage [20]. As those countries that began to undergo industrial-
ization and urbanization many years ago, the United Kingdom (UK), the United States
(US) and other pioneer countries has considered the value of traditional villages since the
19th Century [21,22]. So far, they have gradually established a more mature protection
system. However, the process of industrialization and urbanization in China only started
in 1950s [23]. Compared with developed countries such as the US, the UK, Italy and Japan
in the same period, China started later [24] with a lower starting point, and the situation of
urban–rural separation was more serious [25], resulting in a weaker focus on rural areas.
However, China has still established relevant protection systems based on the local experi-
ences of pioneer countries in the past two decades. For example, the Notice for Traditional
Village Survey Issued by the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of China,
the Ministry of Culture, the State Bureau of Cultural Relics and the Ministry of Finance
states that traditional villages, which are villages that were formed long ago, have abundant
traditional resources, and have historical, cultural, scientific, artistic, social and economic
values, shall be protected [26]. This notice provides explicit requirements to maintain
historical remains and traditional villages and implements protective measures through
positive administrative management.
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As a kind of rural cultural heritage, traditional villages are the social and cultural
carriers of a region [27]. The healthy development of traditional villages is not only a
spiritual need of local identity and belonging, but also a practical need to improve the
quality of life [28]. The international community generally recognizes the importance of
preserving traditional villages, which can activate local economies and enhance cultural
identity [29]. Studies on traditional villages mainly rely on geography, ethnology and
architecture. Among them, the study of geography focuses on the relationship between
man and land [30], the study of ethnology focuses on the relationship between man and
culture [31], and the study of architecture focuses on the relationship between man and
architectural space [32]. Together, they promote people’s understanding of traditional
villages, that is, traditional villages are the result of interaction between man and nature
in a certain time and space background, and constitute an indispensable part of a specific
cultural landscape [33]. The rich environmental styles, complicated functional layouts and
unique artistic characteristics of regional traditional villages contain wisdom and inspira-
tion from historical culture, and thus, must be sustainably developed in the future. The
characteristics of these villages require further exploration for socio-economic development
through effective protection and management [34,35].

However, the protection of traditional villages in China is faced with more special
challenges in the world. Existing studies show that in European countries with strong
heritage protection traditions and rich social capital, a value-oriented and people-oriented
approach is adopted in the protection of traditional villages, thus protecting the physi-
cal space and cultural characteristics of local communities [36,37]. However, in China,
due to the lack of social capital, most of the protection and development of traditional
villages are government-led selection and transformation [38]. Even in Huizhou, where
the historical and cultural heritage resources are abundant in this study, the means of
protection are more likely to obtain financial support from the government through the
listing of “historical buildings” or “cultural relics protected buildings” to maintain the
daily maintenance needs of the buildings [39]. The strength and coverage of this type of
protection is far behind the speed of physical destruction, which has resulted in a large
number of endangered villages and collapsed buildings [40]. Based on this, scholars have
conducted meaningful research on the endangered status of villages and buildings, such
as building activation, renovation, and restoration [41]. However, traditional villages are
not static entities. What they present is a superposition state formed in long-term changes.
Any transformation in functions and styles may change its evolution process, especially the
subjective design will have low applicability to heritage buildings [42]. Previous studies
are more focused on building units, and it is difficult to determine the correlation between
building groups, which also makes some important features and problems difficult to be
discovered [43].

To this end, this study focused on spatial sequences at the building and environmental
levels. The concept of spatial sequences originates from aesthetics and covers multiple
physiological dimensions, including vision, hearing, emotion, etc. [44]. It describes the
summarization process by which humans acquire a series of continuous images of their
environment, forming perceptions of the environment [45]. Although it is widely believed
that spatial sequences are ubiquitous, such perceptual cognitions are complicated and
diversified, and often accompanied by individual value judgments. Motloch argued that
the behaviours of individuals in outdoor spaces involve a continual process of searching
for goals [46]. Three systems, including the structural state of space, movement experiences
over time, and thinking and emotional experiences, must be considered in order to capture
the diversity of such perceptual cognitions [47]. As such, the study of spatial sequences
is a process of building and understanding the values (e.g., placeness and experiences) of
research objects by capturing and extracting multi-dimensional data. Such a research mode
has been applied to various practical designs. For example, in the City of London Local
Plan, the UK issued policies for the protection of visual and spatial axial sequences related
to the historical site centred around Saint Paul’s Cathedral [48]. Studies and practical
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assessments of spatial sequences in England and the protection and renewal practices
around the central axis of Beijing, China [49], have high value and significance.

As described above, spatial sequences are complicated systems and changes in their
continuity can be manifested on several levels, such as changes in visual perception se-
quences represented by colours and the light-shadow environment [50], changes in auditory
perception sequences represented by the acoustic environment [51], changes in somatosen-
sory sequences represented by the wind thermal environment, etc. [52]. Among them,
visual perception is the most important source by which humans perceive external infor-
mation [53]. For regional traditional villages, the visual perceptions of humans generally
focus on the composition and organizational relationships of material elements, textures
and colours. Among them, the building facade is the most obvious material element. Many
studies have attempted to quantize building facades, and most have focused on the physical
attribute indices and non-physical attribute indices of building facades. At the physical
attribute level, some studies have found that indices reflecting rules and symmetry [54,55],
morphology and colour [56], and proportion and curvature [57] of building facades may
have common influences on the aesthetic preferences of individuals. At the non-physical
attribute level, non-architects may have different preferences for originality, complexity and
meaningfulness of building facades as compared to professional architects, due to their dif-
ferent understandings and professional knowledge [58]. Moreover, the neuroscience field
has found that the brain’s reward system is triggered when a beautiful object is perceived,
and this prompts an aesthetic judgment process. Although this process is complicated
and multi-dimensional, there are several common decisive factors in describing beautiful
things [59–61]. In this study, key attention was paid to indices of the building facade that
reflect physical attributes. This not only avoided perceptual differences due to differences
in professional knowledge, but also allowed for the identification of universal quantitative
laws in regional traditional villages.

In a previous investigation of the long-term perceptions of Huizhou traditional villages
in Southern Anhui Province, China, and the protective renewal practices of traditional
villages and famous historical cultural villages, the current research team identified laws
that are worthy of further exploration. Specifically, the travelling laws of residents and
tourists through streets in traditional villages were studied through space syntax and
GPS technology. The results demonstrated that perceptions are influenced by the family
settlement area, with a core settlement area typically evident at the entrance to the centre of
the village. Such an internal settlement pattern provides strong centre-oriented guidance for
perceptions of placeness and related experiences [62]. Moreover, this sequential perception
process appeared to be strongly related to changes in spatial sequences, light-shadow
sequences and other sequences. In Huizhou region, influenced by local culture, typical
villages have the spatial sequence organization pattern of “Start-Continue–Turn-End” [63]
in Figure 1. “Start” and “Continue” tend to refer to the village entrance and Shuikou space,
a landscape entrance in traditional Chinese culture. “Turn” tends to refer to the street space
with multiple turns. “End” tends to point to the spiritual and spatial centre represented
by ancestral halls and other high-level buildings. There are hundreds of Huizhou regional
villages in this spatial sequence organization pattern which is highly similar [64]. Therefore,
in this study, the laws of building facades in single building units and groups of buildings
under the typical centre-oriented guidance (i.e., entrance–street–centre) were explicated
based on a case study of typical Huizhou traditional villages.
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Figure 1. In traditional villages of Huizhou, typical centre-oriented guidance mode scene of “entrance–
street–centre” is shown.

To sum up, this study considers that traditional villages are faced with a rescue predica-
ment both in the world and in China’s national conditions: limited by fund conditions,
taxidermy protection means are not competent for a large amount of heritage protection
work; based on the subjective perception and experience of designers, the activation of
reconstruction has a greater risk, which may be unable to identify effective information and
lead to the wrong direction of the architectural style; there may be potential laws that are
difficult to identify qualitatively among building groups, and these laws are likely to cause
sequential damage due to changes in building units or spatial elements. A research method
of village monitoring and protection that can consider both objectivity and generalization
needs to be further sought.

Under the typical and explicit regional constraints of Huizhou, Southern Anhui
Province, China, this study addressed the following three research problems based on the
physical attributes of building facades in Huizhou traditional villages:

1. Which potential factors can control and influence the facade composition of building
units in Huizhou traditional villages?

2. How many typical modes are there in the facade composition of building units of
Huizhou traditional villages?

3. How are building units combined and connected in Huizhou traditional villages to
form rhythmical building group facades?

It should be noted that different traditional villages should be viewed as different com-
plicated systems. The local natural environment and local people influence the formation
of traditional villages. Therefore, this study evaluates the spatial sequences represented by
building facades in regional traditional villages through a case study of typical Huizhou
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traditional villages. First, the cultural heritage value of Huizhou traditional villages, as well
as their common laws, are discussed under the explicit regional constraints of Huizhou.
Second, this study emphasizes the perception process of spatial sequences, which is often
ignored. As a further deepening of the existing quantitative research on village space,
this study also attempts to quantify and summarize the rules of building facades in the
two levels of unit composition and group organization. Third, by establishing a spatial
quantitative monitoring standard, this study offers a novel research perspective and a
feasible technical route for future study of the protection and renewal of traditional villages
in Huizhou, and even other regions.

In the next section, the study attempts to establish how to obtain the accurate facade
information of Hui-style architecture, and how to extract and analyse the information,
so that the whole scientific process has the characteristics of rapidity, objectivity, and
generalizability. The systematic methodology employed to explore the spatial atmosphere
design, centralized common styles, as well as sustainable development and utilization of
traditional villages is described.

2. Materials and Methods

In regional traditional villages, people independently construct individual rural build-
ings with specific national features and regional styles based on the local situation in order
to meet production and living needs; such buildings include traditional residences, temples,
ancestral halls, academies, stages, restaurants, shops, workshops, memorial archways,
bridges and so on [65]. These building units often use small volumes of local materials
due to limitations in the availability of rural materials (e.g., bricks, wood and stones) and
techniques. Comfortable street spaces that connect building units are formed, resulting in
well-arranged building groups [66]. The sensory system of an individual captures infor-
mation on building units and building groups as the individual moves through the space,
resulting in a cognitive process with a sense of sequence and rhythm. In this study, the
spatial sequences of building facades in regional traditional villages were explored from
the perspectives of building unit composition and building group organization.

The overall scheme of operation was formed in Figure 2. First, in the case selection
stage, the traditional villages and spatial sequence paths involved in this research should
be successively determined. Second, in the data acquisition stage, 3D laser scanning
technology is used to obtain the building elevation vector data of the selected samples, and
generate the building continuous elevation. Third, through the calculation of elevation
data, the relevant indices are determined. The process of data dimension reduction and
classification is operated through factor analysis and cluster analysis, and questions 1 and
2 are answered. Through the combination and connection analysis of building and spatial
patterns, question 3 is answered.

In this study, the spatial sequences of typical routes and scenes in Huizhou traditional
villages were chosen as research objects. This involved the selection of appropriate villages
and routes. Huizhou is a cultural concept in Chinese traditional culture rather than a simple
administrative geographic concept. Influenced by Hui Culture, many regional traditional
villages originated from the Song Dynasty and Yuan Dynasty (about 1000 years ago) and
prospered in the Ming Dynasty and Qing Dynasty (about 600 years ago) in Southern Anhui
Province and surrounding areas. These villages have the typical building features of “white
walls, dark tiles and Ma Tau Wall”. Influenced by nature and the humanistic environment,
Huizhou traditional villages have become a precious cultural heritage formed through the
interaction of multiple elements, such as the social economy, natural philosophy, patriarchal
clan system, etiquette and so on. Such typical traditional buildings with a brick-wood
structure and black– white–grey colours are known as Hui-style buildings in the academic
literature [64].
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2.1. Case Selection

The cases selected are the building continuity facades on both sides of the core spatial
sequence organization streamline of three traditional villages, Hongcun, Nanping and
Xidi Village in Figure 3. These three villages are all located in Yixian County of Huizhou,
southern Anhui, China, and are outstanding representatives of Huizhou traditional villages.
In the Hui region, the ancient villages of Hongcun and Xidi in Southern Anhui Province
were given World Cultural Heritage in November 2000. By October 2022, a total of 26
famous national historical cultural villages, 304 Chinese traditional villages and 38 national
4A or higher tourist attractions had been given World Cultural Heritage. Among the
Huizhou traditional villages, Hongcun, Nanping and Xidi are outstanding representatives.
These villages meet the definition of a regional traditional village in relation to development
and value extraction perceptions.

From the perspective of development process, all three villages are located in Yi
County, a core area of Hui Culture. They all have long histories and are influenced by
external culture. Moreover, these villages contain many Hui-style buildings that were built
in the Ming Dynasty and Qing Dynasty and are historically protected. The villages have
many of the typical Hui features and are known as “villages in paintings” and “museums of
Hui-style buildings”. From the perspective of value extraction, the World Cultural Heritage
title and the national-level “famous historical cultural village”, “traditional village” and
“5A/4A tourist attraction” titles reflect the value of the three villages in terms of culture,
construction, tourism and education. More importantly, these villages epitomize the typical
centre-oriented guiding spatial mode of Huizhou traditional villages (i.e., entrance–street–
centre), and thus, are appropriate for selection as research objects in this study in Figure 4.
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Within the “entrance–street–centre” mode, there may be several accessible routes from
the village entrance to the village centre due to village planning and construction patterns
and the conditions of the natural surrounding landscape. Hence, it was necessary to further
select the appropriate spatial sequence route after the selection of the three traditional
villages. Based on the previous achievements of the research team, the spatial sequence
routes shown in the figures fully cover the: (1) village entrance space: the water surface,
vegetation, artificial works and other landscape elements; (2) the village street spaces:
ditches, alleys and building nodes; and (3) the village centre space: ancestral halls and
surrounding spaces. These three routes not only have very good accessibility [62] but also
have very rich spatial compositions and architectural forms [67]. Since the foundation of
these villages, these three routes have been considered the main streets of the villages and
are representative spaces that control the village patterns and morphologies in Figure 5.
Therefore, these three routes were appropriate to serve as research objects in this study.
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2.2. Data Acquisition

After the research objects were determined, it was necessary to extract the chosen
routes in Hongcun, Nanping and Xidi for facade processing. Vector data on the building
facades on either side of the chosen routes were acquired. Studies of building facades can
generally be divided into two categories: research on the spatial cognition of the front
projection of facades, and research on the image cognition of the perspective field of view.
These two methods are suitable for different research scenarios. When perceiving the
facade of a building, the picture received by human eyes is a perspective image. Research
on the perspective field of view of building facades generally refers to real-time monitoring
of buildings and respondents, with a particular focus on the perceptual assessment of
image parsing, light-shadow changes and time series dynamics. These studies often have
to determine the perspective field of view in advance to conform to the visual sensory
requirements of human visual cognition. Research on the front projection of building
facades is relatively common in architecture. Although the front facade of the building is
not consistent with the scene picture that the human eye can see directly, it shows the real
state of the building facade, which is conducive to quantification and comparison. It also
conforms to people’s spatial cognition of the 3D building scene in their thinking. Therefore,
front building facades are not only applicable to research on the physical attributes of
buildings [68], but can also serve as a control variable [69] to eliminate the influences of
the perspective field of view on the perceptions of respondents in the post-evaluation of
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building and environmental spaces [70]. Since this study did not conduct image parsing
and perceptual evaluations of people, the front projection of building facades was an
appropriate selection.

In previous studies, 3D digitalization of building information has been performed
completely and accurately using 3D laser scanning technology or unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) modelling technology [71]. These techniques are mapping technologies for acquiring
building information. Considering the narrow spatial features of existing streets in Huizhou
traditional villages, it was appropriate to acquire the relevant data using ground tools
from an elevated perspective. As such, continuous building data on either side of each
route in Hongcun, Nanping and Xidi were acquired using a 3D laser scanner. Then, 3D
digital models were constructed. In this study, a Leica BLK 360 3D (Leica Geosystems AG,
Heerbrugg, Switzerland) laser scanner was used in Figure 6.
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The Leica BLK 360 3D laser scanner mainly integrates HDR digital camera system and
laser scanning system. The HDR digital camera system can take pictures of 2592 × 1944 pixels.
The laser scanning system can achieve a minimum range of 0.6 m and a maximum range
of 60 m by transmitting a laser with a wavelength of 830 nm. The accuracy range is 4 mm
at around 10 m of scanning distance. Both systems are capable of panoramic scanning
of 360◦ horizontal and 300◦ vertical field of view. Images and point cloud data from a
measuring station were acquired using a 3D laser scanner via three rotations over a 3~5 min
period. Specifically, the first rotation detected environmental lights and the second rotation
obtained and splice panoramic image data. The third rotation scans the surrounding
environment at a speed of 360,000 points/s to acquire point cloud data of surrounding
objects. The scanning time is quick and the technology is highly accurate. Thus, 3D
scanning technology is applicable to most indoor and outdoor working scenes and can
adapt to complicated spatial features. Specifically, as a reflection of the real world, point
cloud data can accurately test vector information such as distance and angle using 3D
design software. Moreover, connections can be established among point cloud data at
different stations, forming point cloud groups in Figure 7.

It is important to note that in the practical mapping process, vegetation coverage,
movement of figures and element shielding can all influence the mapping of building
facades. The 3D laser scanners also have local scanning blind areas during operation.
Hence, to cope with these complicated conditions during the actual mapping process, the
accuracy of the building facade data was improved through repeated measurements from
multiple perspectives. Further, data from the blind areas were filled in by the traditional
manual mapping method. Mapping was performed on three sunny days from 1st August
to 3rd August 2021, to avoid the influences of sudden changes in weather, light, shadow,
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colour and temperature. During the mapping of the chosen routes in the three Huizhou
traditional villages, 145 effective stations were finally acquired. Connections among the
stations amounted to 173 and a total of 1,268,072,093 pieces of point cloud data were
acquired. The maximum mean error was about 5 mm, which is relatively small and meets
the requirements for accuracy in quantitative studies of building facades. The 3D scanning
point cloud data of the routes in the three traditional villages are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Point cloud data information in elevation processing.

Name Stations Connections Points Error Range

N N N (m)

Hongcun 40 62 330,955,640 0.005
Nanping 52 52 476,394,893 0.002

Xidi 53 59 460,721,560 0.003

The acquired point cloud data were input into BLK360 Data Manager and Cyclone
REGISTER 360 (BLK Edition) software. The data were connected and optimized, forming a
point cloud group of the three chosen routes in the traditional villages. A 3D digital model
was constructed. In the model, the building continuity facade vector data from each side of
the chosen routes in the three villages were produced and output according to the defined
front projection coordinates. Moreover, the village entrance was defined as the starting
point of the spatial sequence and the village centre was defined as the moving direction
and end of the spatial sequence. During movement, the left side of the human body was
defined as the left facade (L) and the right side was defined as the right facade (R). In this
way, six building continuity facades were formed, including the left and right facades of
Hongcun, the left and right facades of Nanping, as well as the left and right facades of Xidi,
which were denoted as HCL, HCR, NPL, NPR, XDL and XDR, respectively, in Figure 8.
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2.3. Methods and Indices

After facade processing of the spatial sequences, the continuity of the building facades
was examined. An appropriate research method and indices were chosen to further explore
the continuity of the facades. This study evaluated the spatial sequence quantitative laws
of building facades in relation to single building units and groups of buildings during
movement. The explication of these laws was based on a process of comprehensive
judgment, with two obvious features. Firstly, as there is an abundance of information in
building facades, dimension reduction was needed to extract key indicators from these
data, thus providing guidance for further analysis. Secondly, the process of comprehensive
judgment was oriented toward protection and renewal practices. A reasonable and simple
classification process was required, so that typical modes could be identified and easily
interpreted. The essence of the first feature involves a process of reducing the dimensions
of the data. The essence of the second feature involves a process of data classification.
Hence, this study combined the dimension reduction method of factor analysis and the
classification method of cluster analysis to provide a feasible technical route for analysing
the heritage and development of regional traditional villages.

As a multivariate statistical method, factor analysis reduces the dimensions of data
and discovers potential representative controlling factors in the original observed variables.
The identified factors can explain most of the information in the original variables and
reflect the mutual dependence structure of the data. Factor analysis has been applied to
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study the internal relationships between environmental behaviours [72] and explore design
elements in the field of architecture [73]. In this study, the facade information of all Hui-
style buildings was classified into several dimensions (factors). The factor score matrix was
input as the cluster analysis data and typical types of Hui-style buildings were determined
according to the chosen clustering method. Cluster analysis is also a multivariate statistical
method that establishes classes based on data similarity; it has been extensively applied in
multivariate statistics. Within this process, the concept of distance describes differences
between two objects, also known as dissimilarity measurement or difference measurement.
Different from factor analysis, cluster analysis has many definitions and formulas for
the concept of distance, including clustering methods such as “between-groups linkage”
and “Ward’s method” and measuring methods such as “square Euclidean distance” and
“Chi-square measure”. In studies of the protective renewal of traditional buildings, cluster
analysis is often used to understand the spatial distribution characteristics of buildings [74]
and summarize and recognize building defects [75]. Synthesizing and simplifying the data
are conducive to the decision-making process.

During data processing for factor analysis and cluster analysis, appropriate indices
must be chosen as analytical variables. In other words, the original variables are obtained
from the raw data building facade data. Building facades are architectural elements that
can express functions. They reveal the historical cultural state at the construction of the
building and reflect the order and arrangement standards at the time. Moreover, building
facades provide possibility and creativity in decoration [76]. The principal components of a
building facade include size, order and decoration. Moreover, under the Gestalt Law of
visual organization [77], individuals simplify and organise complex images by arranging
the parts into an organised system that creates a whole. In other words, the global structure
first determines the local properties and then the local properties conforming to the global
structure are determined. The organisation of the front facade of a building unit, from
the global perspective to the local perspective, can be carried out and verified through
global volume, secondary volume, element and decoration [78]. Hence, comprehensive
consideration was given to the overall and local features of the building facade information
in the present study. In this way, the synergistic relationship between the global image and
the parts was taken into account.

It is clear that feature perception remains a complicated research field. Relevant studies
have demonstrated that feature perception generally occurs in the early stage of visual
understanding [79]. In this study, the building facade was input as Cartesian coordinates.
The index data related to the features were extracted from the point, line and surface vector
information of the facade. The overall features of the building facade were reflected by
integrity indices, including the area (S), length (L), height (H), boundary coefficient (δ) and
saturation coefficient (θ). The local features were reflected by hierarchical indices, which
mainly describe the synergistic state of the global information and local information, includ-
ing the image–background coefficient (η), virtual–real coefficient (ε), horizontal interface
density (µ) and vertical interface density (ν). Thus, this study investigated nine indices. For
the integrity indices, the area of the building facade (S), a basic variable describing global
shape, was quantized accurately and quickly based on the coordinates using 3D graphing
software. The length (L) and height (H) describe the maximum coordinate ranges that a
building facade can reach in the coordinate system; they are reflected as the horizontal
and vertical coordinate ranges of the building facade in the coordinate system. L and H
were quantized by calculating the horizontal and vertical coordinate ranges of the vertices
of the minimum orthogonal enclosing rectangle of the building facade. The boundary
coefficient (δ) describes the complexity of the outer profile of the building facade and is
an important index to observe the global shape [80]. It was calculated as the ratio of the
building facade circumference to the circumference of an ellipse with the same area and
the same length–height ratio. The saturation coefficient (θ), also known as the degree of
rectangularity, is usually used in studies of 2D graphs; it often defines the degree of filling in
external graphs according to the ratio of its front projection area to the area of the minimum
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enclosing rectangle (here referred to as the minimum orthogonal enclosing rectangle) [81].
It reflects the expansion trend of a building facade in the surrounding space.

In relation to the hierarchical indices, based on the Gestalt Law of visual organization
and the image–background relation theory, a 2D image–background relation [82] can be
formed using the walls of a building facade as architectural elements, e.g., background,
doors and windows. These were analysed by introducing the image–background coef-
ficient and virtual–real coefficient. The image–background coefficient (η) refers to the
area-proportional relationship between all elements and the whole image in the image–
background relationship. In other words, it refers to the ratio of the total area of all
architectural elements to the global facade area. The virtual–real coefficient (ε) reflects
that, in a building facade, virtual parts such as open doors and windows can allow an
individual’s vision to pass through and form contrasts with real objects (e.g., walls) that
block sight. This coefficient reflects the degree of transparency of the building facade and
is expressed as the ratio of the total area of all virtual elements to the global facade area.
The horizontal interface density (µ) and vertical interface density (ν) reflect the distribution
and arrangement of virtual elements in the horizontal and vertical directions. They refer
to the ratios of the sum of the orthogonal projection lengths of all virtual elements in
the horizontal and vertical directions (the overlapping part in the projection is calculated
only once) to the facade length or facade height in the corresponding direction [83]. The
calculation processes for the above nine indices are provided in Figure 9.
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3. Results
3.1. Research Question 1

To answer research Question 1, “Which potential factors can control and influence the
facade composition of building units in Huizhou traditional villages?”, factor analysis was
first applied to reduce the dimensions of the original variables. This also allowed for the
determination of whether there were potential factors among the correlated variables that
cannot be observed directly but produce changes in the observed variables. The statistical
analysis software SPSS.25 was used for the analyses. The above nine indices, including the
global and hierarchical indices, were used as the original variables and the case number
was equal to the number of building units, amounting to 325. Factor analysis is generally
performed according to the following steps. Firstly, a feasibility judgment of the original
variables is conducted. In other words, it is determined whether the original variables are
appropriate for factor analysis. If yes, the original variable data are normalized. Secondly, a
factor-loading matrix is constructed, and factor rotation is performed. Actual significance is
given to all factors. Finally, the scores of the different factors are calculated, thus obtaining
the correlations between the factors and variables.

3.1.1. Feasibility Judgment of Factor Analysis

The feasibility of factor analysis was judged comprehensively according to the relevant
mathematical indices during data processing and data verification.

During data processing, two relevant indices were investigated: the data mode of the
original variables and the ratio of the case variables. Factor analysis is not appropriate for
discrete classification variables. Hence, only continuous numerical variables were chosen.
Moreover, the case number must be at least five times that of the variable number; this is
usually a reference judgment value rather than a strict and absolute standard. In this study,
all nine indices were continuous variables and the ratio between the original variables and
case number was 32.5, which is higher than the general requirement of 5. Hence, factor
analysis was feasible for the original data in this study.

During data verification, the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure and Bartlett’s Test
of sampling adequacy were used to compare the simple correlation coefficients and local
correlation coefficients of the indices. The KMO measure of sampling adequacy should
be higher than 0.5 and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity should be <0.01. In this study, the
KMO measure of sampling adequacy was 0.651 and the significance of Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity was 0.000. Hence, the null hypothesis was rejected. This indicates that there was
a significant difference between the unit matrix and the correlation coefficient matrix, thus
meeting the requirements of factor analysis in Table 2.

Table 2. KMO and Bartlett’s Test.

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.651

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
Approx. Chi-Square 2812.659

df 36
Sig. 0.000

Together, these findings indicate that the data are suitable for factor analysis. Thus,
the factors were constructed and rotated.

3.1.2. Construction and Rotation of Factors

Factor construction is performed by analysing the correlations among the original
variables, solving the eigenvalues of the variable correlation matrix using the factor loading
matrix, and determining the number of factors according to the eigenvalue. In this study,
factors were constructed through principal component analysis (PCA). PCA is a common
method to acquire initial factor analysis results. It hypothesizes that the variables are a
pure linear combination of factors; the first component has the maximum variance, and the
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variance of subsequent components decreases gradually. Moreover, this method assumes
that the effects of special factors can be ignored.

Communalities are the proportions of information being extracted from variables after
the common factor is extracted, or the proportion of variance in the original variables that
is decided by the common factor. Communalities range between 0 and 1. A higher value
indicates that the variable can be better interpreted by the factor. If factors are completely
independent, the communalities are actually equivalent to the factor loads. It can be
seen from the table of communalities that the variables were highly correlated in Table 3.
Since the correlation matrix was analysed, the common factor variances of the original
variables were all 1. The extraction value refers to the non-rotated common factor variation
ratio of the variables, and the communalities after extraction were higher than 0.7. This
indicates that the extracted components can describe these variables well and have good
interpretability in relation to the variables.

Table 3. Communalities.

Variable Index Symbols Initial Extraction

X1 Area S 1.000 0.958
X2 Width L 1.000 0.841
X3 Height H 1.000 0.748
X4 Boundary Factor δ 1.000 0.906
X5 Saturation Factor θ 1.000 0.877
X6 Figure–Ground Factor η 1.000 0.875
X7 Transparency Factor ε 1.000 0.937
X8 Horizontal Interface Density µ 1.000 0.907
X9 Vertical Interface Density ν 1.000 0.789

Factor rotation is an important part of factor analysis in order to comprehensively
evaluate the original data. Although the results from the factor extraction method assure
orthogonality among the factors, the factors may have poor interpretation in relation to
the variables. Under this circumstance, the loading coefficient of the common factor can
be closer to 1 or 0 through the rotary transformation of the factor model. This results in
common factors that are easier to name and interpret.

The total variance explained is shown in the common factor variance table of compo-
nents in Table 4. Specifically, “component” lists the serial number of principal components.
The “initial eigenvalue” column reflects the eigenvalue of the correlation matrix and can
be used to determine which components shall be retained. A total of three components
were retained. The “Total” column lists the eigenvalues of the components. During factor
construction, if the initial eigenvalue is smaller than 1, the factor has poorer interpretability
than the original variables. In PCA, common factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 are
usually extracted. Thus, three factors were extracted in this study. The eigenvalues of the
first, second and third factors were 3.506, 2.730 and 1.602, respectively. Among all index
variables, only the top three factors had eigenvalues higher than 1. The sum of the eigen-
values of the top three factors extracted by PCA accounted for 87.094% of the total variance.
In other words, these three factors account for 87.094% of the variation in the nine original
variables, showing good interpretation ability. Further, the factor model was rotated and
transformed using the maximum variance method. The variance contribution rate of the
three factors changed slightly after rotation. The mutual differences were reduced to some
extent. Moreover, the cumulative variance contribution rate was the same as that before
rotation. The factor model did not change significantly.
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Table 4. Total Variance Explained.

Component

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings

Total Variance Cumulative Total Variance Cumulative Total Variance Cumulative

% % % % % %

1 3.506 38.953 38.953 3.506 38.953 38.953 3.487 38.745 38.745
2 2.730 30.339 69.292 2.730 30.339 69.292 2.445 27.168 65.912
3 1.602 17.802 87.094 1.602 17.802 87.094 1.906 21.182 87.094
4 0.443 4.917 92.011
5 0.280 3.113 95.125
6 0.200 2.220 97.345
7 0.118 1.315 98.660
8 0.076 0.841 99.500
9 0.045 0.500 100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

3.1.3. Calculation of Factor Scores

After factor construction and rotation, the three factors provided good interpretability
in relation to the nine original variables. Next, the relationship between the factors and the
original variables was determined using the table of rotated components matrix in Table 5.

Table 5. Rotated Component Matrix a.

Variable Index Symbols Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

X7 Transparency Factor ε 0.963 −0.097 −0.012
X8 Horizontal Interface Density µ 0.949 0.075 0.014
X6 Figure−Ground Factor η 0.925 −0.107 0.091
X9 Vertical Interface Density ν 0.886 0.038 −0.054
X1 Area S 0.001 0.978 0.039
X2 Width L −0.111 0.910 −0.020
X3 Height H 0.055 0.781 0.369
X4 Boundary Factor δ 0.046 0.126 0.942
X5 Saturation Factor θ 0.032 −0.085 −0.932

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. a Rotation converged in 4 iterations.

The first factor (Factor 1) had relatively high loadings (>0.88) on the four original
variables of virtual–real coefficient, horizontal interface density, image–background coeffi-
cient and vertical interface density. This indicates that these four original variables have
common features. In other words, Factor 1 reflects the proportional relations between
architectural elements (e.g., doors and windows) in the building facade. A higher value of
Factor 1 indicates that the building facade is more virtual. This factor can be defined as
the transparency factor. The second factor (Factor 2) had relatively high loadings (>0.78)
on three original variables: area, height and length. This indicates that these three original
variables are closely related to the overall volume of the building facade. A higher value
of Factor 2 indicates a larger volume of the building facade. This factor can be defined as
the volume factor. The third factor (Factor 3) had relatively high loadings on two original
variables: the saturation coefficient and boundary coefficient. It was positively related to
the boundary coefficient but negatively related to the saturation coefficient. The absolute
values of the loadings were higher than 0.93. In other words, Factor 3 is closely related to
the complexity of the global shape and outer profile of the building facade. A higher value
for Factor 3 indicates that the building facade shape is more complicated. This factor can
be defined as the shape factor.

After the determination of the post-rotation factors and definitions, the linear rela-
tionship between the factors and the original variables can be obtained from the table of
component scores coefficient matrix in Table 6. The three factors (Factors 1–3) are expressed
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by the linear combination of the nine original variables (Xi, i = 1~9). Three linear equations
can be established by summarizing the multiplication of variables and their factor loading
weights, thus enabling the determination of the factor scores of each case.

Table 6. Component Score Coefficient Matrix.

Variable Index Symbols
Component

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

X1 Area S 0.019 0.419 −0.089
X2 Width L −0.013 0.394 −0.112
X3 Height H 0.025 0.297 0.115
X4 Boundary Factor δ 0.000 −0.051 0.508
X5 Saturation Factor θ 0.023 0.069 −0.508
X6 Figure–Ground Factor η 0.263 −0.038 0.047
X7 Transparency Factor ε 0.276 −0.022 −0.011
X8 Horizontal Interface Density µ 0.275 0.050 −0.016
X9 Vertical Interface Density ν 0.257 0.040 −0.049

Component Scores.

The linear equations of the three factors are as follows:
Factor 1 = 0.019X1 − 0.013X2 + 0.025X3 + 0.000X4 + 0.023X5 + 0.263X6 + 0.276X7 +

0.275X8 + 0.257X9
Factor 2 = 0.419X1 + 0.394X2 + 0.297X3−0.051X4 + 0.069X5 − 0.038X6 − 0.022X7 +

0.050X8 + 0.040X9
Factor 3 = −0.089X1 − 0.112X2 + 0.115X3 + 0.508X4 − 0.508X5 + 0.047X6 − 0.011X7 −

0.016X8 − 0.049X9
Accordingly, 87% of the single facade information in Huizhou traditional villages is

controlled and influenced by the high loadings of the transparency factor (Factor 1), volume
factor (Factor 2) and shape factor (Factor 3) on the various original variables. Moreover,
these three factors form linear relations with the variables. The scores for each case on these
three factors were then used as input variables for the cluster analysis.

3.2. Research Question 2

To answer Question 2, “How many typical modes are there in the facade composition
of building units in Huizhou traditional villages?”, cluster analysis was employed to further
extract and summarize the typical modes of the facade composition of building units in
Hui style buildings based on the above-determined factors scores. Cluster analysis is used
to classify individuals according to their features; it aims to achieve high similarity among
individuals in the same class, but large differences among individuals of different classes.
The case number is the number of all building units, amounting to 325. The factor scores of
three above factors in each case were used as input variables for the cluster analysis.

3.2.1. Cluster Centre and Data Characteristics

There are many methods to achieve systematic clustering. The differences between
these methods lie in how to define and calculate distance or similarity among classes.
Hence, an appropriate clustering method and measurement method must be determined.
It is worth noting that although algorithms for distance and similarity measurements
vary, the clustering results are generally consistent. In this study, “Wald’s method” was
chosen as the clustering method and the “square Euclidean distance” was used as the
measurement method for the systematic clustering of factor scores. The dendrogram of the
cluster analysis presents the pooling of classes in the cluster analysis and maps the distance
(0–25 in the scaled diagram) between classes; it provides an approximate expression of the
systematic clustering process. The results revealed that when there were five cluster centres,
there were distinctive differences among the clusters and the effects of the transparency
factor, volume factor and shape factor on the facade composition of Hui-style building
units could be easily interpreted in Figure 10.
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The five-cluster centre was analysed and interpreted quantitatively through statistics
(mean and standard deviation) and a comparison of the data distribution features of the
five clusters on the three factors. For convenience, five vertical groups of data in the column
for each factor were compared and placed in ascending order. Five data levels were defined,
including minimum data (“−−”), low data (“−”), moderate data (“o”), high data (“+”) and
maximum data (“++”).

The first cluster centre (Cluster 1) includes seven cases and can be described as trans-
parency factor “−”, volume factor “−−” and shape factor “++”. It reflects building facades
with relatively poor transparency, a small volume but very flexible shapes. Compared with
other buildings, the most prominent characteristics are the small building volume and the
most flexible building shape. In terms of cases, Cluster 1 is mainly manifested by landscape
structures and some small buildings with complicated shapes. Hence, Cluster 1 is defined
as the flexible building facade, denoted as T1. The second cluster centre (Cluster 2) includes
118 cases and can be described as transparency factor “o”, volume factor “+” and shape
factor “+”. It reflects building facades that have moderate transparency, large volumes and
flexible shapes. This building mode has no particularly prominent factor features compared
to the other modes. Cases in this cluster are mainly traditional Hui-style building facades
and the side walls of some buildings. These buildings are mainly used for living, rarely
for social activities. Hence, Cluster 2 can be defined as an introverted building facade,
denoted as T2. The third cluster centre (Cluster 3) includes 25 cases and can be described
as transparency factor “+”, volume factor “++” and shape factor “−”. This indicates that
the building facade has good transparency, a very large volume and a relatively regular
shape. Compared to other buildings, these buildings all have maximum volumes. In terms
of cases, Cluster 3 is mainly manifested by high-class public buildings, such as ancestral
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temples and memorial temples in the centre of the villages. Hence, Cluster 3 can be defined
as the tall building facade, denoted as T3. The fourth cluster centre (Cluster 4) includes
122 cases and can be described as transparency factor “++”, volume factor “o” and shape
factor “o”. It reflects building facades with extremely strong transparency, moderate vol-
ume and moderate shape. The most prominent characteristics of these buildings include
a tall door and a high proportion of window area. Cases in Cluster 4 strongly contrast
with cases in Cluster 2. Buildings in Cluster 4 are mainly for social activities, business and
transportation services. In terms of cases, Cluster 4 is mainly characterised by business
buildings, open residential buildings and gates of courtyards. Hence, Cluster 4 can be
defined as the extravert building facade, denoted as T4. The fifth cluster centre (Cluster 5)
includes 53 cases and can be described as transparency factor “−−”, volume factor “−” and
shape factor “−−”. It reflects building facades with the poorest transparency, small volume
and the most regular shapes. Compared to other buildings, buildings in Cluster 5 have
extremely prominent features: strong closure of building entities and approximately rect-
angular shapes. In terms of cases, Cluster 5 is mainly characterised by enclosing building
walls. Hence, Cluster 5 is defined as the enclosing building facade, denoted as T5.

3.2.2. Distribution of Buildings and Spatial Patterns

T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 were included in the building continuity facade models of
Hongcun, Nanping and Xidi to obtain a more intuitive understanding of the cluster centre
distributions in Huizhou traditional villages. Due to the clustering of human settlements
and the presence of large populations in relatively small land areas in the Hui region, the
villages generally have high utilization of space; most buildings are built side by side in
close proximity. However, there are still some functional spaces among the buildings. With
consideration of the real structure of the three villages, four spatial facade modes, i.e.,
the landscape spatial facade (S1), alley spatial facade (S2), corner spatial facade (S3) and
other spatial facade (S4) with ambiguous functional concepts and no explicit shapes and
structures, were introduced into the model. In the 3D digital model built, the five building
facade modes and four spatial facade modes were reduced at a ratio of 1:1, according to
the actual size proportion. The distribution diagrams of the building and spatial modes in
Hongcun, Nanping and Xidi were drawn in Figures 11–13. It can be seen that building is
the most important element that dominates the spatial sequence, while space supplements
the building element. There are building and spatial modes in all six facades, accompanied
by strong rhythmicity. The combinations and connections between different modes form
the cognitive experiences of different spatial sequences. Hence, the organizational laws of
the building and spatial modes in the spatial sequences were quantized and analysed, as
described in Section 3.3.
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3.3. Research Question 3

To answer Question 3, “How are building units combined and connected in Huizhou
traditional villages and thus, organized into rhythmical building group facades?”, this
section discusses the common laws of the facade organization of building groups in the
different villages according to the “entrance–street–centre” movement direction. This is
mainly manifested as combinations and connections between modes.

3.3.1. Combinations of Building and Spatial Modes

The lengths of the spatial sequences of Hongcun, Nanping and Xidi were 360 m,
520 m and 530 m, respectively. All three spatial sequences were formed by five to seven
combinations of building and spatial modes along the movement direction in Figures 10–12.
The average length of each combination section was about 70 m. Meanwhile, each combina-
tion section was composed of two to three building modes or spatial modes. According to
the statistical analysis of the cumulative length, cumulative number and combination types
of the building and spatial modes, the spatial sequences of all three traditional villages had
relatively similar laws in Figure 14.
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With respect to the cumulative length of the building and spatial modes, the length of
the building mode accounted for a high proportion in all three villages, while the length
of the spatial mode accounted for a low proportion. In terms of building modes, the
proportions of the different modes exhibited similar laws, as follows: T2 > T4 > T3 > T1.
T5 had no specific arrangement in any of the three villages and its proportions differed
significantly among the three villages. Similar to the building modes, the proportions
of spatial modes also exhibited similarity, as follows: S1 > S2 and S1 > S3. Since there
was no explicit definition of S4, it was excluded from the statistical analysis. In terms of
the cumulative number of building and spatial modes, the common law among all three
villages was as follows: T2 > T3 > T1 and T4 > T3 > T1. The proportion of T5 differed
greatly, similar to the law of proportions for the cumulative length. The proportions of
the cumulative number of spatial modes were completely opposite to the proportions of
cumulative length. The proportion of S1 was low, but the proportions of S2 and S3 were
relatively high: S1 < S2 and S1 < S3.

The types of combinations of building and spatial modes exhibited clear laws in
Table 7. Statistical analysis of the combination types revealed four combination types
of building and spatial modes in the three villages: “T2–T4–T5”, “T2–T3”, “T2–T4” and
“T1–S1”. These four common combination types were divided into two categories: T2-
dominated combination of building modes and T1-dominated combination of building and
spatial modes. Moreover, there were some specific combination types in certain villages,
such as T4-dominated combinations of “T4–T5” and “T3–T4” in Hongcun and Nanping,
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T2-dominated combinations of “T2” and “T2–T5” in Nanping, and the mixed “T2–T3–T4”
mode in Xidi. Based on the above analysis of the cumulative length and cumulative number,
T2 appears to be the core mode among the mode combinations in Huizhou traditional
villages. The combination of building spaces centred at T2 is the core element for creating
the atmosphere characteristic of Huizhou traditional villages.

Table 7. Combination types of building and spatial modes in building group level.

Combination Types
Building Group Level

Village Name
Sum

HC NP XD

T2–T4–T5 1 5 2 8
T2–T3 3 2 2 7
T2–T4 1 2 4 7
T1–S1 2 1 1 4
T4–T5 3 1 0 4
T3–T4 1 1 0 2

T2–T3–S4 0 0 4 4
T2 0 2 0 2

T2–T5 0 1 0 1

3.3.2. Connections between Building and Spatial Modes

With consideration for the common laws identified above, this section further discusses
the characteristics of the connections between modes. The connections among the modes
have similar shapes and the differences are mainly manifested by the connection intensity.
In this section, the concept of connection intensity is defined as the ratio of the number
of connections between two modes to the cumulative number of these two modes. The
total effective connections of the five building modes and three spatial modes reached 668,
excluding connections between the same modes and connections with S4. Specifically, there
were 188 linkages in Hongcun, 261 in Nanping and 219 in Xidi.

Compared to the combination type, the connection intensity statistics for the modes
demonstrated that the proportion of spatial modes was increased significantly in Figure 15.
The statistical analysis of all connections indicated that flexible building and landscape
space (T1–S1) had the highest connection intensity, reaching 37.50%, which was far higher
than the intensities of the other connections. This indicates that there is a strong correlation
between these two modes. The connection intensity between extravert building and enclos-
ing building (T4–T5) was 16.94% and the connection intensity between extravert building
and introverted building (T2–T4) was 15.16%. These two connections are transformation
connections between building modes, thus forming high-intensity connections dominated
by T4. The connection intensity between introverted building and corner space (T2–S3)
ranked fourth (9.54%). Then, the connection intensity declined gradually. It is worth noting
that the connection intensity of tall building (T3) was far lower than that of other building
modes and T3 was mainly connected with space modes. In other words, high-class public
buildings such as ancestral temples often exist independently in Huizhou traditional vil-
lages to create a special atmosphere. Their separation from other buildings also reflects the
high-class characteristics of this building mode.
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4. Discussion

This study investigated the typical regional laws of the facade composition of building
units and the facade organization of building groups in regional traditional villages. Specif-
ically, building facades in Hongcun, Nanping and Xidi in Southern Anhui Province, China,
were investigated. Based on previous results from the research team, facade information
acquisition, digital model construction and index selection and calculation were carried
out. On this basis, the ability to quantify and statistically analyse building facades at the
building unit and building group levels was verified. The findings are described in more
detail below.

The facade composition of Chinese Hui-style building units are controlled and influ-
enced by the transparency factor, volume factor and shape factor.

Case studies were carried out using 325 building facades on each side of three spatial
sequences in three Huizhou traditional villages. Nine integrity indices and hierarchical
indices were input as the original variables in the factor analysis. After the feasibility
of factor analysis was confirmed, factors were identified and rotated using PCA. Factor
scores were calculated, and three potential factors were determined: a transparency factor,
volume factor and shape factor. In previous studies, Hui-style building facades are usually
described based on qualitative perceptions as enclosing, introverted, strewn at random or
regular [84,85]. In this study, the accuracy of the above perceptions was first verified, and
was almost identical to the meaning of the three factors. Specifically, the transparency factor
reflects the virtual proportions of doors and windows. The volume factor reflects the size
of buildings. The shape factor reflects the flexibility or irregularity of building shapes. The
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construction of the facade was further evaluated by reducing the dimensions of the data.
Assisted by the deletion of irrelevant information, this study provides a deeper qualitative
and quantitative understanding of the facade composition of Hui-style buildings and
explains the controlling and influencing laws of the three potential factors. Previous studies
also hold that the remarkable characteristics of Hui-style architecture are closed exterior
walls, exquisite doors, window decoration and elegant shape [86,87]. These characteristics
can be quantified and described by the results of factor scores, which further answers
how the facade is formed, and can make the linear equations of these factors closer to a
stable value with the increase in future research samples. Therefore, these three potential
factors are consistent with the cognition of previous studies and have a certain rationality.
It should be noted that it is inevitable to lose information during factor analysis since it is
a process of dimension reduction. Although the loss of information is conducive to the
extraction of the most important information, the reduced data still has to be compared
with the original variables to ensure the accuracy of the results and interpretation, the
feasibility of the relevant indices, and the suitability of the data for factor analysis. The
process of factor analysis is closely related to the initial indices [88]. The building facades
of traditional villages in different regions may lead to the differences in the initial indices,
resulting in the differences of factor analysis. Therefore, the results of factor analysis in this
study cannot be directly applied to traditional villages outside Huizhou.

The facade composition of Chinese Hui-style building units can be summarized
according to five typical modes: flexible mode, introverted mode, tall mode, extravert
mode and enclosing mode.

Based on the above factor analysis, systematic clustering of the scores of the 325 cases
for each of the three factors was further carried out, and five typical facade composition
modes were extracted: flexible mode, introverted mode, tall mode, extravert mode and
enclosing mode. As the facade of Hui-style building is mainly composed of solid building
components such as the roof, Ma Tau Wall, doors and windows, the facade form has been
highly purified through historical accumulation [89]. Specifically, flexible buildings are
mainly landscape structures and some small buildings with complicated shapes, which
reflects the ethereal and tortuous characteristics of Huizhou landscape building [90]. Intro-
verted buildings are mainly traditional Hui-style building facades and the side walls of
some buildings. The side facades of Hui-style residential buildings are mostly closed gables,
and the Ma Tau Walls are mostly presented with horizontal lines, which is conducive to
the splicing [91]. Tall buildings are mainly high-class public buildings. Small windows
are set on the large wall to form a sharp contrast, thus reducing the oppressive feeling
caused by the excessive wall area [92]. Extravert buildings are mainly business buildings,
open residential buildings and gates of courtyards, which reflect the characteristics of the
“front shop and the back house” of the business buildings, presenting the open shape
of the storefront suitable for trade [93]. Enclosing buildings are mainly building walls,
which reflect the spatial characteristics of deep and serene streets and alleys in Huizhou
traditional villages [94]. On one hand, the cluster analysis quantitatively demonstrated
the dynamic influencing processes of the transparency factor, volume factor and shape
factor. On the other hand, it provided deeper insights into the facade composition. To
explore these five building modes more intuitively, four spatial modes (landscape space,
street space, corner space and others) were introduced. The mode distribution diagrams
of the three traditional villages were drawn according to their actual, real-life proportions.
Although the three traditional villages are independent of one another, the distributions of
the building and spatial modes exhibited similar characteristics due to the influences of the
regional natural and human environments. This further verifies the reasonability of the
above factor analysis and cluster analysis results. It should be highlighted that as a classifi-
cation process, there are many possible clustering methods and measuring methods that
can be used for cluster analysis, all of which have implications for the research. Although
the ultimate clustering results are generally consistent, differences in clustering results due
to different algorithms cannot be avoided. The clustering and measurement methods used
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in this study should be considered when interpreting the current results. Meanwhile, the
five typical modes are mutually exclusive and consistent with the cognition of previous
studies, which are reasonable to a certain extent. However, the data come from the selected
samples and cannot cover all the building modes in Huizhou. With the increase in future
research samples, the clustering model may be further refined.

In the facade organization of Chinese Hui-style building groups, group combinations
and group connections of modes have obvious regional commonalities.

There are no direct overlaps in the planning and construction of the three villages.
However, they are all located at the core zone of Hui culture. Influenced by Hui culture
and the construction technologies utilised for Hui-style buildings, they exhibited simi-
lar laws, which were manifested in group combinations and group connections. With
respect to group combinations, the results revealed that the spatial sequences in all vil-
lages formed five to seven typical combinations, with an average length of about 70 m.
These combinations were formed by a combination of two to three building and spatial
modes. Moreover, introverted buildings accounted for the highest proportion in terms of
the cumulative length of group combination, while introverted buildings and extravert
buildings accounted for the highest proportions in terms of the cumulative number. The
main combination types were combinations of building modes dominated by introverted
buildings and combinations of building and spatial modes dominated by flexible buildings.
Hui-style buildings are an introverted and enclosed composite architecture centred on the
courtyard, which is closely related to the implicit features of Hui culture and Chinese tradi-
tional culture [95,96]. In terms of group connections, the proportion of spatial modes was
increased significantly compared to single building units. Landscape space and extravert
buildings are the main elements in the facade organization of building groups. It is closely
related to the characteristics of traditional business buildings, which are both merchants
and houses. For the purpose of management and trade, business buildings open to the
outside and circulate inside [97,98]. Therefore, it can be concluded that spatial sequences
dominated by buildings and supplemented by spaces are typical in Huizhou traditional vil-
lages. Spatial sequences are often formed by an organizational mode centred on introverted
buildings, and connected with extravert buildings. Such organization laws are influenced
by the traditional internal clustering plane of buildings and the introverted culture. There
were several additional meaningful findings in the study. From the perspective of regional
humanities, the independence of tall buildings reflects the high-class features of these
buildings. The high connection intensity of flexible buildings and landscape spaces reflects
the positive adaption and reconstruction of Hui-style buildings within the surrounding
environment [99]. The relatively high connection intensity between introverted buildings
and corner space might be closely related to the demands of local people for defence against
enemies and thieves [100].

As regional traditional villages have always been in a dynamic development process,
not only architectural functions and styles have undergone restoration and changes, but
also people’s understanding of architectural information has different understanding due
to different knowledge level and value cognition. It is easy to bring inconsistent subjective
judgment in the actual protection and updating of historical heritage. Thus, a statistical
method based on combination of factor analysis and cluster analysis was discussed from the
research perspective and technological route. A technological route composed of 3D laser
scanning technology, 3D digital modelling, 3D data vector operation, factor analysis and
cluster analysis, and construction of spatial sequences was built. The most core underlying
logic of this set of analysis tools is induction. While extracting accurate historical and
cultural information that does not depend on people’s subjective judgment, it can still
effectively eliminate local variation information and retain most traditional information.
The accurate data obtained by this method can be stored as the architectural information
database of historical heritage, which can be analysed and discussed at a deeper level in
the future. This series of studies have been practiced gradually in Huizhou region. Results
provide positive references to activation and protection of traditional villages in Huizhou
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region and even other regions. For example, through the rapid acquisition of 3D data to
repair and rebuild collapsed buildings; in style renovation and design, factor and cluster
analysis is used to help architectural planners identify the overall style, retain the original
historical and cultural information to the maximum extent. These practices promote the
exploration of effective integration of history and modern life.

5. Conclusions

To sum up, regional characteristics are the core elements that influence the style and
features of traditional villages. Architectural features are the most direct expression of
regional characteristics. As the most obvious expression of architectural features, build-
ing facades carry very complicated information on historical culture. In this study, the
spatial sequences of building facades were investigated by combining factor analysis and
cluster analysis. Then, common laws in building facades were investigated. Based on
this case study of Hui-style buildings, three potential factors that control and influence
facade composition were identified, and five facade composition modes were described.
Moreover, the combinations and connections between building and spatial modes were
explicated. The results demonstrated that the combination laws of spatial sequences were
dominated by introverted buildings due to the environment in the Huizhou Region. These
laws were related to the length, number and mode of combinations. Further, connection
laws dominated by extravert buildings were identified, and these were characterised by the
connection intensity of the modes. The building facade, which is the external expression
of a building, actually reflects a planar combination of shapes. The combination laws
dominated by introverted buildings reflect the planar shape and pattern of traditional intro-
verted building communities in the Huizhou region, while the connection laws dominated
by extravert buildings reflect supplementation of the poor communication functions of
introverted building communities and positive adaption to the surrounding environment.
The above research results highlight the need to protect and maintain the cultural her-
itage of regional traditional villages. These “largely identical but with minor differences”
wisdom of traditional village construction has promoted hundreds of traditional villages
in Huizhou and even the surrounding areas to form a centralized contiguity, which has
become the world’s cultural heritage. The logical relationship behind such highly similar
features makes the inheritance and protection of regional traditional village culture more
targeted. Traditional historical heritage should not only achieve the accurate inheritance
of data information, but also explore its most essential continuous shaping mechanism
through external features. This will not only avoid spatial sequence failures caused by the
chaotic organization of facade styles, but allows for a deeper exploration of the patterns
and shapes of buildings. This study has implications for exploring spatial atmosphere
design, concentrated continuous style synergism and sustainable development and use of
traditional villages.

Spatial sequences in regional traditional villages are complicated systems and rely on
perceptual processes based on placeness and experience. This study focused on physical
indices of placeness. In future, studies should examine the spatial sequences and organi-
zation laws of other placeness indices representing colours, light and shadows, from the
perspective of human factors engineering. On one hand, this study expands our under-
standing of regional traditional villages and offers a foundation for further exploration
of the active protection of regional traditional villages. On the other hand, it provides
practical value-oriented guidance for the management of regional traditional villages and
the cultural heritage represented by spatial sequences.
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